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Saturday print readership  
of The Times 
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agree they tend to go for 
premium brands

39%

are likely to take action after 
seeing adverts in this section
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believe it is worth paying 
extra for quality products
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Competition upgrade

£8,500

£6,750

£5,000

£1,000

RATE CARD

• 467,325 copies of The Times 
published on a Saturday

• 1,077,000 average print 
Saturday readership

• Distributed UK wide

DISTRIBUTIONDEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

15-34             7%

35-54                      20%

55-74                                                 48% 

75+                24%

GENDER

56% 44%

M
F

SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC

AB - 64%

C1 - 25%

DE - 5%
C2 - 7%

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE COMPETITION MEDIA PACK

PUBLISHED WITH  ON SATURDAYS

Best of Education & Learning is a full-
colour, tabloid-sized, double-page spread of 
advertorial content published in the Weekend 
section of The Times. 

With a definitive ranking of the highest-
achieving 2,000 schools in The Sunday Times 
Schools Guide, The Times is renowned for 
its expert commentary on education. Best 
of Education & Learning will serve as an 
essential guide for parents looking to make 
the best choices available for their children.

It will showcase a high-quality selection 
of educational services, including the best 
college and school options, from pre-school 
to secondary school, activity camps, tutoring, 
boarding schools, as well as evening classes 
and distance learning.

Best of Education & Learning is the perfect 
shop window for brands and organisations 
to benefit from a time when life-changing 
decisions are made, and an affluent, educated 
audience.

• The Times boasts 1.2 million readers with 
a circulation of 405,558

• The Times readers are 25% more  
likely to mention ads when they talk 
about brands

• 64% of readers are AB social group

• The Times readers have a mean family 
income of £55,885

• 140,000 The Times readers are currently 
employed in the education industry

• The Times readers are twice as likely to 
have a university degree or doctorate.

Unleash your creativity with Code Kingdoms and  
help them learn to code by building on top of their 
favourite games.

There is global shortage of software engineers 
which has meant those with the relevant skills have 
found themselves in one of the highest demand and 
paid careers, which is only set to grow in the future.

Unleash creativity and get your kids learning to 
code at home using Minecraft and Roblox

Code Kingdoms offers interactive online courses 
approved by parents and educational specialists, designed 
to teach kids between eight and 14-years-old computer 
science and programming.

With this fully online platform, students work through 
interactive videos tutorials independently and at their 
own pace, receiving instant feedback on their creations as 
they progress. No previous experience is required.

Flexible subscription plans allow parents choose 
between monthly, annual and lifetime options and Code 
Kingdoms is currently offering up to 50% off their plans 
for a limited time only.

It’s a great solution to educate 
and entertain kids at home,  
while equipping them with 
 skills that could help shape  
their future careers.

ACM’s award-winning accelerated degree model has 
supported aspiring creatives in enjoying sustainable 
portfolio careers for almost a quarter of a century. 
Iconic stars as diverse and successful as Ed Sheeran, 
Crissie Rhodes of The Shires, and Matt Healy of The 
1975 have all passed through its doors, while thousands 
of other graduates can be found in prominent 
positions at influential industry institutions from 
Simon Cowell’s record label Syco to Universal Music 
Group, the world’s largest music company. ACM is 
incredibly proud of its diverse and talented student 
body, a tight-knit community that welcomes creative 
minds, encourages innovation, and truly cares about 
every student’s future achievements and success. 

With three campuses, located in Guildford, 
London, and Birmingham, ACM students are able to 
immediately and completely immerse themselves in 
the process of building their dream career, making a 
living by doing something they love. ACM tutors are all 
dual professionals with world-class expertise, industry 
connections, and ongoing careers in their respective 

Turn a course into a career at ACM
fields. Each campus’s facilities are all equipped with state-
of-the-art equipment provided by brands as legendary as 
Apple, Marshall, Yamaha, Fender, Laney, Roland, Tama, 
Ibanez, Digidesign, and many more. ACM also has a 
special partnership with Metropolis Studios, Europe’s 
largest independently-owned recording complex, 
enabling students to visit and study at Metropolis; record 
free of charge in a professional environment frequented 
by the likes of The Black Eyed Peas, Rihanna, Queen, 
Michael Jackson, and Elton John; and even become 
a part of Metropolis Blue, a brand new student-run 
record labelMichael Jackson, and Elton John; and part of 
Metropolis Blue, a brand new student-run record label.

An investment in your education last s a lifetime. We take a look at a 
range of educa tion ideas , including establishmen ts with excellent facilities  

and a variet y of philosophie s

Best of Education

Get up to 50% off this week only by  
visiting the website at codekingdoms.com

While few children and no teenager will admit to 
looking forward to the return of early mornings and 
homework, there are ways to make going back to 
school more acceptable, and even exciting.

Shop for new stationery and a school bag with  
your child to build the anticipation towards their first 
day. Kids love choosing those shiny new pens, pencils 
and erasers.

Put up a wall planner and get some stickers to make 
a visual reminder of how many days until the new term. 
Declutter their bedroom and allow them to choose 
where they want their desk. Reward them with new 
accessories for their desk – colourful pen pots and 
Post-it® notes in.

Start planning new ideas – ask for their input on 
what they’d like and try them before the new term 
on what they’d like and try them before the new term 
starts plus let them choose a new lunchbox.

By preparing your child for school you can  
minimise the stress and make it a fun experience.

For all of your  
stationery essentials

Grab all the essentials at Staples. Get an exclusive  
15% discount at staples.co.uk using the voucher  
code: 299001083.

The UK’s No.1  
scientific calculator  
just got better
From year 7 to year 11, college to university and 
beyond, a scientific calculator is an important 
investment. Over the last 10 years, the maths curricula 
and exams have changed a great deal and become more 
demanding. For these reasons, the fx-83GT PLUS and 
fx-85GT PLUS have been discontinued and replaced 
with the new fx-83GTX and fx-85GTX. With 14 
additional functions, clearer display and now using  
the latest ClassWiz technology, the new GTX  
range is built to last through those important 

educational years. The fx-83GTX’s new pastel colour 
range brings a fun, stylish feel to these calculators.  
The fx-85GTX has the addition of solar power to ensure 
no loss of battery during those crucial exams. 

Recommended by 87% of teachers across  
the UK and Ireland, the new GTX range  
can be used in GCSE and IGCSE, National  
5 and Highers, Junior and Leaving  
Certificate examinations. 

Learn more at the website 
education.casio.co.uk

Found anything useful at home lately?  
That mug you forgot about at  
the back of the cupboard? 
Pennies behind the sofa?  
How about an exciting new 
language and culture? 

With the language learning 
app Babbel, you get lessons 
crafted by a team of over 150 
language experts. But you also 
get to uncover and enjoy a  
new culture every day. Because 
from food to phrases and 
dancing to dialects, language  
and culture are inseparable.  

Lessons are based on real 
life conversations to get you 
speaking ASAP and, before you know it, you’ll be 
using your new skills and knowledge. Whether you’re 
a beginner or experienced, our expert-crafted courses 

Discover different cultures from home by 
learning a new language 

loved ones on the phone what you’ve learnt so far! 
Babbel’s experts also customise content for native 

English speakers. In-context grammar  
tips, ‘false friends’ lessons, and more offer a more tailored, 
relatable and effective language learning experience. 
Practise speaking and improve your pronunciation with 
speech recognition technology. Get immediate feedback 
so you can boost your speaking skills and start talking 
with confidence.

92% of Babbel users improve their language proficiency 
in just 2 months. So make the most of the extra time you 
have indoors by preparing for future trips and cultural 
experiences that await you on the other side.

*Voucher is for an additional 6-month subscription to learn one of 14 languages available when a 6-month subscription is purchased at the regular applicable price (6+6). 
After the initial 12 months (6+6), the subscription will automatically renew for further 6-month periods for the original price unless you cancel any time until 48 hours 
before the next renewal. Offer available until 31.07.2020. Information on the Right of Withdrawal for consumers and the Terms & Conditions can be found at  
about.babbel.com/en/terms. Offer only available to new Babbel customers. Lesson Nine GmbH, Max-Beer-Str. 2, 10119 Berlin. Have a question? Email support@babbel.com  .

have you covered. Learn the basics or focus on topics like 
travel, culture, or business. Maybe cooking a delicious new 
dish, like a regional speciality, whilst proudly showing your 

Start learning on any device today and get a voucher code* for an extra six months free.  Redeem this exclusive 
offer by using the code  STAYHOME2020  at checkout when prompted via the website at babbel.com/coupons/new 

This school term, invest in Pilot FriXion and V5 pens, the ultimate essentials for any 
kids’ pencil case. The Pilot V5 Rollerball Perfect for writing essays, as ink flows from 
the unique nib. An ink viewer window also means you won’t be caught out with an 
empty pen. The Pilot FriXion erasable pen Write, erase and re-write notes, thanks 
to the special ink.

Get your little ones classroom ready

Both pens are sold in Tesco, Asda, 
Sainsbury’s, WHSmith, Ryman,  
and local stationery stores.

Visit the website at acm.ac.uk or call 01483 500800  
to find out more. 

The online art appreciation course is a comprehensive 
and flexible art history course delivered in a supportive 
learning atmosphere.

The course will help students think critically and 
become art savvy. The focus is to develop a deep 
knowledge and to expand the student’s horizons 
to enjoy art with confidence either as a hobby or to 
support certain career options.

Course curator Hilary Kay, best known for her 
appearances on the BBC’s Antique Roadshow 
programme, has brought together 12 remarkable 
authors presenting the students with an engaging 
course to study at home, whenever it suits. Students 
can enrol every day of the year. 

A tutor will be allocated to the student upon 
enrolment, who will guide the student through each 

module of the course, while giving constructive feedback 
on all submitted work. Benefit from 24 hours support for 
all levels.

The Art Appreciation course is delivered online, 
consisting of 12 comprehensive modules and 12 
corresponding assignments. The course is designed to be 
self-paced. Normally you would expect to be dedicating on 
average about 4-6 hours per week for 24 weeks. However, 
many students take up to one year to complete their 
studies because of family or work commitments.

Students have the opportunity to delve deeper into 
specific areas of interest in art by purchasing Advanced 
Modules. These are similar to short courses and are 
specially formulated materials to challenge motivated 
students to achieve more.

Enjoy art with 
confidence – study an 
appreciation course

Contact support@theartinstitute.co.uk or visit 
theartinstitute.co.uk – get a seven-day money back 
guarantee and flexible payment.  

The classic notepad
Despite the world becoming increasingly digitalised, the 
need for notepads, especially in a school and university 
environment, won’t disappear any time soon.

Studies have found that taking down notes on a pad 
during lessons can help you to learn better and retain 
information for longer. This is because the areas of the 
brain associated with learning and memories work far 
better when you physically write something, compared 

to when taking notes digitally. Rhodia 
believe in extraordinary notepads with 
exceptional paper quality since 1934. 
For over 80 years, our books and pads 
have featured the iconic super smooth, 
brushed vellum satin finish paper, loved 
by fountain pen fans around the world.

Shop the Rhodia brand at  
exaclairlimited.com/rhodia

Bestselling author and inspirational educator  
Ross Morrison McGill, aka @TeacherToolkit, returns 
with a new book that tackles the top ten issues in  
UK classrooms.

We often talk about the challenges of teacher 
recruitment and retention, about new initiatives and 
political landscapes, but day in, day out, teachers and 
schools are delivering exceptional teaching and most 
of it is invisible. Ross Morrison McGill, bestselling 
author of Mark. Plan. Teach. and Teacher Toolkit, 
pinpoints the top ten key issues that schools in Great 
Britain are facing today. Providing strategies, ideas and 
techniques for how these issues can be tackled most 
effectively, Ross uncovers, celebrates, analyses and 
disseminates best practice in teaching. 

“This is a powerful working document for a better 
education system.” – Bobby Seagull, Maths teacher, 
University of Cambridge Doctoral Student, Author 
and BBC TV Presenter, @bobby_seagull 

“Just Great Teaching doesn’t disappoint. In an era of 
over-tested young people, a teacher recruitment crisis and 
grave concerns about workload, we urgently need solutions.  
This book provides a refreshing new vision of how our 
schools could be.” – Fiona Millar, Education Writer and 
Commentator, @schooltruth

“Ross McGill does it again. Taking a problem-solving 
approach to key aspects of teachers’ work – marking, 
assessing, planning and pedagogy – he provides a research-
informed, practical set of suggestions informed, practical 
set of suggestions to ensure Just Great Teaching. This 
book walks the talk of teacher and student wellbeing.” –  
Stephen Tierney, CEO, blogger and author of Liminal 
Leadership, @LeadingLearner

The top ten issues in 
British classrooms

Learn more at bloomsbury.com/education

Film and television production in the UK is 
booming, with employment in the screen 
industries rising at more than double the rate 
of the rest of the economy.

ScreenSkills is the industry-led skills body 
that helps find, develop and sustain the skilled 
behind-the-camera workforce underpinning 
that success. It is the people in the UK’s film 
and TV who make them great.

Whether you are a young person deciding 
how to get into screen, a professional 
considering transferring your expertise into 
our exciting sector or you already work in film, 
TV, VFX, animation and games and want new 
training, ScreenSkills can help.

The charity runs, commissions or endorses a range 
of courses and training across the country, investing 

Find your future – join the screen industries  
success story

industry contributions from productions made in the  
UK to skills funds as well as National Lottery funds 
awarded by the BFI.

Any teenager finalising their UCAS decisions now 
should check out ScreenSkills Select, which uses experts 
to recommend college and university courses that they 
consider relevant to working in the screen industries. 
This helps young people identify courses that can provide 
a more direct pathway to employment in a wide range of 
jobs beyond acting and presenting.

ScreenSkills Select is one of a range of initiatives 
designed to expand the workforce to meet increased 
demand as well as opening up the sector to a greater 
diversity of talent. There are also online careers 
information and events explaining the wide range of roles 
available and the routes to them, including apprenticeships. 

For more information, visit screenskills.com
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SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 20 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 


